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1 FIREX-AQ

The Fire Influence on Regional to Global Environments and Air Quality (FIREX-AQ) campaign

focused on characterizing fire emissions and investigating their environment impacts. During

FIREX-AQ, the NASA DC-8 aircraft conducted 22 research flights between July 24 and September

5, 2019. From July 24 to August 16, the aircraft was based in Boise, Idaho to study the wildfires

in the western U.S. From August 21 to September 5, the aircraft was based in Salina, Kansas to

characterize prescribed fires, including agricultural burning, forest understory burning, etc. This

study focuses on the Ox formation in western wildfire plumes and utilizes measurements from

13 research flights that sampled 10 distinct fires, including repeated visits to the same fire (i.e.,

Williams Flats fire in Washington state) on different days. The related flight tracks are shown in

Figure S1. The aircraft typically took off between 15:00 and 17:00 (Mountain Daylight Time,

GMT - 6) and flight duration was around 7 h. The majority of the wildfire plumes sampled in

FIREX-AQ were not mixed with smoke from other fires. Thus, the smoke sampled could be

traced back to a definitive source.

The sampling strategy typically measured the smoke plume close to the wildfire to characterize

the primary emissions followed by multiple crosswind plume transects downwind of the fire.

We define the set of such crosswind transects through the smoke plume as a "fire ladder". In

some flights, the same wildfire was sampled with more than one fire ladder at a different time of

day. The aircraft true air speed was about 150 m s-1, which yields a horizontal resolution of 150

m for the in situ 1Hz measurements. The crosswind plume width varies significantly with fires

and downwind distance. Because of air traffic control, the minimal distance to fire is restricted

and ranges from 2 to 20 km. The furthest sampling distance varies with fires and it typically

ranges from 60 to 200 km.

Previous analyses on similar fire ladders typically analyzed the plume evolution as a function



Figure S1: The flight tracks of the NASA DC-8 for sampling wildfires in the western U.S.
during FIREX-AQ.

of smoke physical age, which is computed from downwind distance and wind speed, in a

pseudo-Lagrangian framework (6, 7, 9). The potentially changing fire conditions over time

requires that the aircraft follows the same airmass when transecting the plume at different

downwind distances in order to validate this analysis approach. However, this requirement

is often challenged by the aircraft navigation artifacts and complex plume dispersion. For

example, Figure S3 in Wiggins et al. (31) illustrates that the equivalent aircraft speed along

the plume length (i.e., downwind distance between successive transects/sampling time interval)

is considerably faster than the wind speed in FIREX-AQ. In other words, the smoke sampled

in different transects was emitted at different times, with samples further downwind being

emitted earlier in the day. Even if the plumes were sampled in a pseudo-Lagrangian fashion,

the complex plume dispersion could still cause artifacts, as a crosswind transect only takes a

snapshot of plume composition at a given altitude but not the plume 3D structure. For example,

while one transect crosses the dense portion of the plume, another transect may only skim



the top edge of the plume. Contrasting these two transects inevitably introduces uncertainty

in examining plume evolution. Analysis based on a single transect, which samples smoke

emitted under similar conditions, is less impacted by fluctuations in fire emissions over time.

The different extent of photochemical processing between the plume center and edges results

in different plume compositions across each crosswind transect. This phenomenon has been

observed in previous studies on both power plant and wildfire plumes (14,17,32–35). Here, we

apply single transect analysis to quantitatively investigate the Ox chemistry in wildfire plumes.

The sampled fires were representative of those occurring in coniferous- and chaparral-

dominated ecosystems of the western U.S. More details about the sampled fuel types are documented

in FIREX-AQ data archive. According to previous elemental analysis of fuels characteristic of

the western US, the nitrogen content is in the range 0.23-1.28% (36).

The modified combustion efficiency (MCE) indicates the relative abundance of flaming and

smoldering combustion. MCE is calculated for each transect using Eqn.S1:

MCE =
1

mCO/CO2 + 1
(S1)

where mCO/CO2 represents the slope of the York regression between the mixing ratio of CO and

CO2 for each transect. The MCE in this study ranges from 0.85 to 0.95, with a median value of

0.91 (Figure S2). More than 90% of transects have MCE smaller than 0.92. It is noteworthy that

the temperate wildfires generally burn at lower efficiencies than the laboratory simulations (36).

Smoke age is estimated from airmass trajectory analysis. Upwind trajectories are initialized

at the aircraft location every 5 s and computed in HYSPLIT (37) with three sets of meteorological

data: HRRR, NAM CONUS nest, and GFS. Trajectories that are grossly inconsistent with

smoke transport direction observed by geostationary satellite imagers (GOES-16 and GOES-

17; GOES-R Algorithm Working Group, 2017) are excluded from further analysis. The smoke

age is determined from the point where the upwind trajectory makes its closest approach to the



Figure S2: The histogram of MCE for wildfire plume transects in this study.

fire source, plus time for the buoyant plume rise from the surface to the trajectory altitude at

7 m s-1. We average the age estimates from the three meteorological datasets (excluding any

that are inconsistent with observed transport) to form a single best estimate of the smoke age.

Uncertainty in each age estimate is computed from the spread between meteorological datasets,

errors in model wind speed, and additional uncertainties in the emission location within large-

area fires and plume rise speed. Median age uncertainties are 27%.

The fire radiative power (FRP) is an important indicator of fire strength. The detailed

procedure to obtain the diurnal cycle of FRP for the wildfires specific to the FIREX-AQ campaign

is discussed in Wiggins et al. (31) and briefly described below. FRP is obtained from both

GOES-16 and -17 Advanced Baseline Instruments (ABI). GOES data included are within 2

pixels (4km) of the final GeoMAC final fire perimeter. We chose a two-pixel distance to

optimize for 90% of the energy sensed by the ABI instrument, based on the Point Response

Function. We calculate the raw FRP by summing up FRP for each 5-min period. Then, we

modify the raw FRP to represent a more realistic diurnal fire cycle (denoted as pseudo-raw

FRP) in the following procedure. First, an adjusted FRP is generated by subtracting 5% from

each 5-minute total FRP period throughout the day. Second, the subtracted 5% is redistributed

equally across quiescent FRP times, which are defined as periods with no FRP observations for



a given 5-minute period. Third, the “quiescent mean” value, defined as 5% total daily FRP /

number of quiescent 5-minute periods, is added to any remaining 5-minute interval where the

adjusted FRP is less than the “quiescent mean”. Fourth, the transition between quiescent and

active FRP is smoothed. Finally, the resultant product provides a continuous function for the

allocation of emissions across the diurnal cycle, based on FRP variability.

2 Instrumentation

The NASA DC-8 aircraft hosted an unprecedented atmospheric chemistry payload and provided

comprehensive in situ characterization of fire emissions and their atmospheric evolution. The

instruments of interest to this study are summarized in Table S1. Species included in this

analysis are∼80 VOCs, CH4, C2H6, HCHO, CHOCHO, O3, NO, NO2, HNO3, peroxyacylnitrates

(PANs), particulate nitrate (pNO3), oxygenated aromatics, and hydroxyperoxides and hydroxynitrates

produced from the oxidation of ethene and propene. All the measurements are 1Hz, except

the discrete whole air samples (iWAS). As discussed in Section S7, we generate pseudo 1Hz

estimates of all VOCs measured by iWAS as a group by interpolating between the discrete

observations using the 1Hz C8-aromatics measurement of PTR-ToF-MS.

The extensive instrument payload on the NASA DC8 allows the characterization of several

critical species with different techniques. When duplicate measurements are available, the

measurement is selected based on an integrated consideration of measurement precision and

accuracy, data coverage, and instrument response time. The NO concentration is measured

by both laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) (38) and chemiluminescence (CL) (33) methods. Two

measurements agree within a 20% calibration uncertainty. The LIF NO is selected because it has

better precision (i.e., 1 ppt for LIF-NO vs. 6 ppt for CL-NO) and data coverage (nearly 100%

for LIF-NO vs. ∼40% for CL-NO ). NO2 concentration is measured by three instruments:

nonresonant laser-induced fluorescence (CANOE) (39), chemiluminescence (CL) (33), and



airborne cavity enhanced spectrometer (ACES) (40). Given that the three measurements agree

well (∼10%), for each flight, we select the measurement with the largest coverage of plume

data. HONO is measured by two instruments: I– CIMS (41) and (ACES) (40). In general, two

measurements show high correlation on flights when the HONO concentration is much larger

than the ACES measurement precision (600 ppt), but the correlation slope ranges from 0.9 to

1.8, depending on flight. The reason for the lack of agreement between two techniques is under

investigation. HONO measured by I– CIMS is selected because of its better precision (3 ppt

for I– CIMS vs. 600 ppt for ACES). Using ACES HONO does not alter any conclusions in this

study. Phenol is measured by two instruments: CF3O– CIMS and PTR. The inter-comparison

shows a good correlation, but a poor quantitative agreement. CF3O– CIMS measurement is

lower than PTR measurement by a factor of 3-4. This difference is also under investigation

and likely caused by absolute calibration of phenol standards. The main usage of phenol is to

calculate OH exposure and the systematic bias between the CF3O– CIMS and PTR measurements

does not affect the calculation, because the calculation relies on the loss fraction of phenol,

instead of its absolute concentration. The HCHO is measured by two instruments: the laser-

induced fluorescence instrument (ISAF) (42) and the compact atmospheric multi-species spectrometer

(CAMS) (43). ISAF HCHO, which is used in this analysis, is 27% lower than CAMS HCHO.

The source of the systematic bias has not been resolved at this time, but likely caused by the

absolute calibration of HCHO standards (44). Using CAMS HCHO increases the slope of York

fit in Figure 7 from 1.12 to 1.15. HCN is measured by several instruments, including PTR,

CF3O– CIMS, I– CIMS, and NCAR trace organic gas analyzer (TOGA) (29). The instrument

comparison shows complex results. In this study, we use HCN measured by CF3O– CIMS

and the HCN mixing ratios are determined from the relative signals arising from ambient HCN

(H12C14N) and continuously added standard addition of isotopically labeled H13C15N. In this

study, HCN is mainly used together with CO (i.e., ΔHCN/ΔCO) to diagnose the variation of



fire emissions across individual transects, so that the uncertainty in the absolute concentration

of HCN does not affect this analysis.

Measurement Technique Accuracy Reference Note
O3 gas phase chemiluminescence 2% (33)

NOy gas phase chemiluminescence 10-15% (33)

NO2

nonresonant laser-induced fluorescence 10% (39) a
gas phase chemiluminescence 7% (33)

airborne cavity enhanced spectrometer 4% (40)
NO laser-induced fluorescence 9% (38)

phenol & HNO3 & HCN CIMS (CF3O-) 25% (45)
OVOCs CIMS (CF3O-) 25% (45) b
PANs CIMS (I-) 20-30% (46) c
pNO3 HR-ToF-AMS 34% (47–49)
VOCs whole air sampler with offline GC-MS 6-17% (50) d
VOCs PTR-ToF-MS 25% (51, 52) e
HCHO laser-induced fluorescence 10% (42)

CO diode laser spectrometer 2-7% (53)
CH4 diode laser spectrometer 1% (53)
C2H6 absorption spectrometer 2% (43)

CHOCHO airborne cavity enhanced spectrometer 4% (40)
HONO CIMS (I-) 15% (41)

Photolysis frequencies actinic flux spectroradiometry 12-20% (54)
H2O diode laser hygrometer 5% (55)

a The instrument in this study was operated at wavelength 532 nm, which is different from that in the reference.
b OVOCs measured by CF3O– CIMS include phenol, hydroxynitrates and hydroperoxide produced from the

OH-initiated oxidation of ethene and propene.
c Four peroxy acyl nitrates (PANs) are measured by I– CIMS, which are peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN),

peroxylpropionyl nitrate (PPN), peroxylbutyryl nitrate (PBN), and peroxyacryloyl nitrate (APAN).
d The full list of VOCs measured by the NOAA integrated whole air sampler is shown in Table S3.
e The full list of VOCs measured by PTR-ToF-MS is shown in Table S4.

Table S1: Instrumentation List



3 OH exposure

3.1 Calculation of OH exposure

The time-integrated exposure of the fire emissions to OH (i.e., OH exposure) is estimated using

the observed ratio between two VOCs (56–58). For a pair of VOC species to be selected in

the OH exposure calculation, they should satisfy the following criteria: (1) they arise from

the same source; (2) their dominant atmospheric fate is reaction with OH; and (3) the lifetime

of at least one VOC should be comparable to the time scale of interest. In addition, the single

transect analysis requires that the VOCs are measured at high temporal resolution (at least 1Hz).

Among ∼80 VOCs quantified in this study, few satisfy the above criteria. For example, the

most widely used toluene/benzene ratio in the literature is not applicable here, because their

lifetimes (i.e., ∼10 days and ∼1.8 days and for benzene and toluene, respectively) are much

longer than the smoke evolution time (<12 h) in this study. Furans have lifetimes on a similar

scale as smoke age, but they are sticky and subject to partitioning delay in sampling lines. After

a comprehensive search and evaluation, we utilize the phenol/benzene ratio to estimate OH

exposure, because both species are directly emitted from fire, dominantly react with OH, and

are reliably measured by CF3O– CIMS and PTR-ToF-MS, respectively, with 1Hz frequency.

Phenol has a lifetime of ∼8 h under typical atmospheric OH concentration, well matched to

the maximum smoke transport time in this study. A minor fraction of phenol is consumed by

nitrate radical for these daylight conditions. It is estimated that even in the plume center of the

densest plume where the phenol+nitrate radical reaction is the most important, more than 90%

of phenol is consumed by OH (59).

The equation to calculate OH exposure is similar to previous studies, with slight modifications

to account for the secondary production of phenol from benzene oxidation. In the derivation

below, we start from simplified conditions and then generalize the expression to ambient conditions.



The major reactions of benzene and phenol in the fire plume are represented as follows:

B + OH
kB+OH−−−−→ YP × P

P + OH
kP+OH−−−−→ products

, where B and P represent benzene and phenol, respectively, YP represents the phenol yield

from OH-initiated oxidation of benzene. Assuming no dilution, the change rates of benzene

and phenol concentrations are governed by

d[B]
dt

= –kB+OH[B][OH]

d[P]
dt

= YPkB+OH[B][OH] – kP+OH[P][OH]

Further, the above equations are integrated to obtain

[B]tM = [B]tEe–kB+OH
∫ tM

tE
[OH]·dt (S2)

[P]tM = YP[B]tE
kB+OH

kP+OH – kB+OH
(e–kB+OH

∫ tM
tE

[OH]·dt–e–kP+OH
∫ tM

tE
[OH]·dt)+[P]tEe–kP+OH

∫ tM
tE

[OH]·dt

(S3)

where tE and tM represent the time of emission and of measurement, respectively. Equations

S2 and S3 are combined and rearranged to obtain

[P]tM
[B]tM

– YP
kB+OH

kP+OH – kB+OH
= (

[P]tE
[B]tE

– YP
kB+OH

kP+OH – kB+OH
)e(kB+OH–kP+OH)

∫ tM
tE

[OH]·dt (S4)

Rearrange Eqn.S4 to obtain an expression for OH exposure

∫ tM

tE
[OH] · dt =

ln(
[P]tE
[B]tE

– YP
kB+OH

kP+OH–kB+OH
) – ln(

[P]tM
[B]tM

– YP
kB+OH

kP+OH–kB+OH
)

kP+OH – kB+OH
(S5)

We then substitute
[P]tE
[B]tE

with the excess ratio
Δ[P]tE
Δ[B]tE

to account for dilution and finally arrive at

Eqn.S6.



∫ tM

tE
[OH] · dt =

ln
(
Δ[P]tE
Δ[B]tE

– YP
kB+OH

kP+OH–kB+OH

)
– ln

(
Δ[P]tM
Δ[B]tM

– YP
kB+OH

kP+OH–kB+OH

)
kP+OH – kB+OH

(S6)

In Eqn.S6, kB+OH and kP+OH are calculated at sampling temperature. YP is 0.53, which

is obtained at room temperature (60), as the temperature-dependent value is unknown. The

impact of secondary production of phenol on estimated OH exposure is minor, because of the

slow consumption of benzene and the secondary production being much smaller than the large

amount of primary phenol emission. Nonetheless, we do account for the small amount of phenol

production in the OH exposure calculation. The initial [P]/[B] excess ratio (i.e.,
Δ[P]tE
Δ[B]tE

) is

represented by the 95th percentile of Δ[P]
Δ[B] from the transects close to fire. The

Δ[P]tE
Δ[B]tE

value

does not affect the Ox chemical closure analysis (i.e., Eqn.3) because that analysis utilizes

the difference in OH exposure across each transect (denoted as ΔOH exposure) and any error

cancels in the calculation. For the 25 transects involved in the analysis, the ΔOH exposure

ranges from 0.73 to 2.51×1010 molecule cm–3 s. The ΔOH exposure is equivalent to 2 to 7 h

transport time, assuming a constant OH concentration of 1×106 molecule cm–3.

Besides chemical loss, another factor influencing ratio between two VOCs is atmospheric

mixing (56, 57). When the influence of mixing on the ratio of two VOCs is taken into account,

the expression for OH exposure is shown in Eqn.S7, following the derivation in McKeen et

al. (57).∫ t2

t1
[OH] · dt =

1
kY – kX

ln
[Y]t1 –

D[Y]bkg
D+kY+OH[OH]

[X]t1 –
D[X]bkg

D+kX+OH[OH]

– ln
[Y]t2 –

D[Y]bkg
D+kY+OH[OH]

[X]t2 –
D[X]bkg

D+kX+OH[OH]

 (S7)

In Eqn.S7, D is a coefficient to describe the atmospheric mixing. Eqn.S7 is difficult to solve

analytically. To reduce the interference of atmospheric mixing on estimated OH exposure, we

estimate the OH exposure only for the measurements when the phenol and benzene concentrations

are at least 10 times higher than ambient background levels. Another approximation worth

noting is that the
D[X]bkg

D+kX+OH[OH] term is replaced with [X]bkg.
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Figure S3: Example plot to illustrate the evaluation of OH exposure estimated from the
phenol/benzene ratio against the observed furfural/benzene ratio.

The uncertainty of OH exposure derived from the phenol/benzene ratio is evaluated based

on the measured decay of other pairs of VOCs. One example of such evaluation is shown

in Figure S3. This figure displays the measured furfural/benzene ratio as a function of OH

exposure (inferred from phenol/benzene ratio) for one plume transect. The measured furfural is

assumed to be the 2-furfural isomer, because it is 21 times more abundant than 3-furfural based

on GC measurements in the 2016 FIREX FireLab study (15). On the one hand, the theoretical

decay rate of furfural/benzene ratio is calculated based on their reaction rate coefficients with

OH (i.e., (kbenzene+OH – kfurfural+OH)× 1010), which is denoted as "theoretical decay rate" and

is -0.34 for this transect. On the other hand, the decay rate can also be calculated by fitting the

observed furfural/benzene ratio vs. OH exposure, which is denoted as "measured decay rate"

and is -0.26 for this transect. By comparing the decay rates from two methods, the measured

decay rate is slower than the theoretical one, suggesting the OH exposure is overestimated. We

apply this analysis to all transects for three pairs of VOCs: phenol/HCN, furfural/benzene, and



styrene/benzene. Figure S4 shows the histogram of the ratio of measured/theoretical decay rate

for each pair and a Gaussian distribution is fitted to the histogram. Regarding phenol/HCN,

the mode of the histogram (based on Gaussian fit) is 0.97, suggesting that the phenol/benzene-

derived OH exposure can reasonably reproduce the phenol/HCN decay. This agreement also

suggests the the secondary production of phenol is small, because replacing the slow VOC

benzene with HCN has small impacts on the estimated OH exposure. Regarding the furfural/benzene

ratio, the mode of the histogram is 0.79, suggesting the phenol/benzene-derived OH exposure

is overestimated by∼30%. Regarding styrene/benzene ratio, the mode of the histogram is 1.34,

suggesting measured decay rate is faster than theoretical decay rate by ∼25%. This is expected

because styrene has significant additional loss via reaction with O3. Overall, we estimate that

the uncertainty in the calculated OH exposure based on the phenol/benzene ratio is ∼30%.

Figure S4: The histogram of the ratio of measured to theoretical decay rate. The analysis
illustrated in Figure S3 is applied to all plume transects, but only transects with r2 of the linear
fit greater than 0.2 are included in the histogram. The histogram is fitted with Gaussian curve.



3.2 HOx sources

Dividing the OH exposure by the smoke age provides an estimate of the average OH concentration

that the smoke experiences from emission to measurement. The OH concentration derived using

this method for the flight on 8/3/2019 is shown in Figure S5. At 1 h after smoke emission, the

average OH concentration on the plume edge is ∼ 4 × 106 molecules cm–3, 40 times higher

than that in the plume center where attenuated actinic flux hinders the photolysis of HONO. The

difference between plume center and edges gradually diminishes as smoke ages. We caution

that the estimated OH concentration depends on the emission ratio of phenol to benzene, but

this uncertainty is unlikely to substantially alter the observed evolution of OH concentration.
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Figure S5: The evolution of OH concentration as a function of smoke age for the second fire
ladder on 8/3/2019 flight. The smoke age is estimated based on backtrajectory analysis.

The instantaneous production rate of HOx (PHOx) is calculated using Eqn.S8, by following

Peng et al. (14). The photolysis rates and concentrations are obtained from in situ measurements,

and φOH represents the OH yield from O(1D)+H2O (Eqn.S9). The relative contribution of

HONO photolysis to total HOx production is calculated using Eqn.S10.
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Figure S6: The OH exposure quickly increases to ∼1×1010 molecule cm-3 s in 2 h. Beyond 2
h, coinciding with a depletion of HONO, it takes nearly 8 h to gain another ∼1×1010 molecule
cm-3 s increment in OH exposure. The black line is provided as a visual aid.

The relative contributions of HONO photolysis and HCHO photolysis to PHOx change over

time. Figure S7 displays the PHOx enhancement in the plume relative to the clear sky as a

function of HOx production rate from HONO photolysis (i.e., PHOx,HONO) for the flight on

8/3/2019. When PHOx,HONO is near its maximum value of 4 ppt s–1, the PHOx in the plume

is 300 times faster than that outside the plume and the HOx production rate from HCHO

photolysis (i.e., PHOx,HCHO) makes a minor contribution to PHOx . As PHOx,HONO decreases,

the PHOx enhancement decreases and PHOx,HCHO becomes more important. For example, when

PHOx,HONO is about 0.01 ppt s–1, higher PHOx,HCHO leads to a factor of 10 enhancement in

PHOx .

PHOx = jHONO[HONO] + 2× jHCHO[HCHO] + jCH3CHO[CH3CHO] + φOHjO1D[O3] (S8)

φOH =
2kO1D+H2O[H2O]

kO1D+H2O[H2O] + kO1D+O2
[O2] + kO1D+N2

[N2]
(S9)



fjHONO =
jHONO[HONO]

PHOx

(S10)
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Figure S7: The enhancement of production rate of HOx (PHOx) as a function of HOx production
rate from HONO photolysis (i.e., PHOx,HONO). The color represents the HOx production rate
from HCHO photolysis (i.e., PHOx,HCHO). The measurements are from the second fire ladder
on 8/3/2019 flight. The PHOx in clear sky is on the order of 10-2 ppt s-1.

3.3 HONO evolution

The observed contribution of HONO photolysis to the total HOx production rate (denoted

fjHONO) varies greatly between fires. Figure S8 compares the maximum fjHONO (denoted as

fjHONO,max) from the transect that encountered the highest [CO] between different fires. The

highest [CO] was typically sampled in the transect closest to fire, which is typically 20 km

to fire source. The minimal distance to fire is restricted by air traffic control to maintain an

adequate distance between the DC8 and other aircraft supporting fire monitoring and fighting.

Despite similar downwind distance, the fjHONO,max varies from 0.2 to 1 between different

fires as shown in Figure S8, indicating that the relative contribution of HONO photolysis to



HOx production is reduced to a larger extent in some fires. Such fire-to-fire variability is not

driven by MCE as there is no correlation between fjHONO,max and MCE. Instead, the plume

optical properties likely play a more important role. As a proxy for plume optical extinction,

we use the reduction of HONO photolysis in the densest part of the plume (i.e., top 1% CO

concentration) relative to the background photolysis rate determined outside the plume, which

is calculated as 1 -
jHONOplume

jHONObackground
. The fjHONO,max shows a positive dependence on jHONO

reduction (Figure S8), implying that the contribution of HONO photolysis to the total HOx

production rate is larger in optically thicker plumes. This trend is likely caused by that in

optically thin plumes (i.e., small jHONO reduction), rapid HONO photolysis occurs in the

immediate vicinity of fires (i.e., lifetime ∼15 minute in daytime background air), resulting in

large HONO depletion when such plumes are intercepted by aircraft at the minimal distance. As

a result, the observed fjHONO,max is small for optically thin plumes. This observation suggests

that the most active photochemistry in optically thin plumes may not have been captured by

the aircraft sampling. The implication is that the emission ratios of reactive trace species

measured in the field can be lower than that from laboratory studies which characterized the fire

emissions with minimal photochemical processing. This finding may also cause, to some extent,

the variability in OA evolution observed in the literature (61). For example, in optically thin

plumes, the active photochemistry producing SOA near the fire may not be captured by some

airborne measurements. Using the Δ[OA]/Δ[CO] measured in transects closest to fire as the

baseline could lead to observed net decreases in OA as smoke ages, because the photochemistry

is already weakened at this point and dilution-induced evaporation drives the OA concentration.

4 Transect selection

A plume transect is defined as a period between the aircraft entering and exiting the smoke

plume. As this study focuses on near-field concentrated plumes, the start and stop times for
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Figure S8: The relationship between fjHONO,max and jHONO reduction in plume. jHONO

reduction = 1 -
jHONOplume

jHONObackground
. The jHONObackground is obtained immediately before and

after plume interception. The jHONOplume is represented by the transect minimal. Each data
point represents the properties of one transect that encounters the largest CO enhancement in
sampling one fire.

plume transects are readily identified according to the enhancement of wildfire tracers, such

as CO and HCN. We identify 253 plume transects of wildfires in the western US during the

campaign. These transects are indexed consecutively from 1 to 253. Because of the complex

plume structure, plume transport, and variable fuels on the ground, the fire conditions and

emissions may not be stationary across some transects. Therefore, transects suitable for the

STA need to be scrutinized, which is carried out in the following procedure and outlined in

Figure S9.

The first step is to exclude some measurements within a plume transect, because of the

complex dynamics and geometry of smoke plume. For example, aircraft sampling at a constant

altitude, which is a common strategy, could miss the dense portion of the plume, when one side

of the plume is elevated higher than the other side, resulting from the spatially heterogeneous



Figure S9: Flowchart to select transects suitable for the Ox chemical closure analysis. The
numbers in circles represent the number of transects. Green and organge circles represent
transects for which the expression is true and false, respectively. Note that the selection criteria
vary with the analysis applied to single transect as described in the text. RONO2 stands for
hydroxynitrates.

updraft velocity beneath the plume. One case in point is shown in Figure S10a. The contour

displays the vertical profile of aerosol backscatter coefficient at 532nm (β532nm) as a function

of time. The concentrated portion of the plume is elevated higher when the aircraft exists the

plume than when it enters the plume. For further illustration, Figure S10b and S10c compare

the vertical profile of β532nm at two different times. At t1, the β532nm measured right above

the aircraft is close to that right below the aircraft, indicating the aircraft is close to the most

concentrated portion of the plume. However, at t2, the β532nm measured right above the aircraft

is substantially larger than that right below the aircraft, indicating the aircraft merely touches

the lower edge of the plume. The forward camera on the aircraft (Figure S10e) clearly shows

that the thick plume is above the aircraft. After t2, the aircraft encountered another air parcel,



which has up to 20 ppbv HCN but CO2/CO different from that before t2. In light of these

observations, we utilize the vertical profile of β532nm to exclude the measurements when the

aircraft sampling deviates from the plume core. Specifically, the measurement at a certain time

is excluded when the β532nm measured right above or right below the aircraft is less than 5% of

the max β532nm in that vertical profile.

Next, we identify the plume transects that experience fluctuating fire emissions, which is

likely influenced by the spatial variation in burning conditions. This analysis is based on the

variations inΔHCN/ΔCO across individual transects. This metric is chosen because both HCN

and CO are stable plume tracers and because the emission ratio of HCN to CO depends on MCE

and fuel types. ΔCO/ΔCO2, which is directly related to MCE, is not chosen because the high

and varying ambient CO2 concentration complicates the analysis. For each plume transect, we

fit theΔHCN/ΔCO distribution using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with two modes. Three

example transects are shown in Figure S11. If the two modes are close (i.e., difference < 0.3)

and the standard deviation of ΔHCN/ΔCO is smaller than 10% of the mean of ΔHCN/ΔCO,

we assume fire emissions are relatively constant across such transect (Figure S11a). Otherwise,

if the two modes are close (i.e., difference < 0.3) but the standard deviation is larger than 10%

of the mean, we assume the transect experienced varying fire emissions and such transects are

excluded from STA. This criterion excludes 94 transects. If the two modes are far apart (i.e.,

difference > 0.3, Figure S11b and c), only the mode with larger fraction of data is kept.

After identifying the transects or measurements within a transect that have relatively stable

fire emissions, additional criteria are applied to select transects, depending on the analysis

performed on the STA. In the combined analysis based on the Ox conceptual model and STA

(denoted as Ox chemical closure analysis), we further scrutinize the transects according to the

following set of stringent criteria.

1. We restrict analysis to transects that sample fresh smoke (< 12 h since emission). This
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Figure S10: (a) Time series of HCN concentration and aerosol backscatter coefficient at 532nm
(β532nm) for one plume transect (index 108). The β532nm is measured by the DIAL-HSRL
instrument with a vertical resolution of 30 m. (b) The vertical profile of β532nm at t1 when the
aircraft flew through the thick part of the plume. (c) The vertical profile of β532nm at t2 when
the aircraft flew under the thick part of the plume. (d) Forward camera image taken at t1. (e)
Forward camera image taken at t2. The images in panels (d) and (e) are taken by the forward
camera on the DC8 aircraft.
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Figure S11: Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for three representative transects: (a) 92; (b) 112;
and (c) 143. The μ, σ, and f represent the mean, variance, and the component proportion of one
Gaussian mode, respectively. The black line represents the GMM fitting, which is the sum of
two Gaussian functions. The black open circles in the time series ofΔHCN/ΔCO represent the
measurements excluded based on both the vertical distribution of β532nm and the variation in
ΔHCN/ΔCO.
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criterion excludes 4 transects.

2. We restrict analysis to transects that are crosswind sampling. This criteria excludes

14 transects, which are longitudinal to the smoke or have unusual sampling strategy

(i.e., sampling the pyrocumulonimbus event on 8/8/2019). The longitudinal transects

are excluded because the fire conditions likely changed with time.

3. We restrict analysis to transects that sample the smoke in daytime (8 am - 7 pm), because

the Ox conceptual model is only applicable to daytime chemistry. This criterion further

excludes 33 transects.

4. We restrict analysis to transects where there is sufficient data. A minimum of 10 data

points is required to statistically test whether there is a real change in species excess

ratios across one transect. This criterion further excludes 8 transects.

5. We restrict analysis to transects that have statistically significant production of hydroxynitrate

(RONO2, from ethene and propene oxidation). This criterion is implemented as a quality

control for the fRO2+NO calculation, as the calculation requires accurate quantification of

their production. The F-test is performed on the linear regression relationship between the

NEMR (normalized excess mixing ratio) of RONO2 and OH exposure. 67 Transects with

p-value larger than 0.05 or negative slopes are excluded. Similar criterion is not applied to

organic hydroperoxide (ROOH), though ROOH is also included in fRO2+NO calculation.

It is because ROOH has a decreasing trend with OH exposure when ROOH loss overruns

production under high NOx conditions. In this case, the fRO2+NO is assumed to be 1,

if there is a significant production of RONO2. For the 67 transects that do not have

significant correlation between the NEMR of RONO2 and OH exposure, the NEMR of

ROOH and Ox generally do not correlate with OH exposure either.



6. Similar to the criterion above, we restrict analysis to transects that have statistically

significant production of Ox. This criterion excludes 2 transects.

7. Finally, we restrict analysis to transects for which the Ox production is quantified with

low uncertainty. Because the Ox chemical closure analysis relies on comparing the

predicted Ox production to measurement, an accurate quantification of Ox production

is a prerequisite to provide a reliable diagnostic. The above criteria already limit the

transects to a narrow range, but still are not sufficient to provide such confidence. To

illustrate, two transects, both of which have statistically significant production of Ox, are

shown in Figure S12. Regarding transect 212, the relationship between ΔOx/ΔCO and

OH exposure is weak, such that the Ox production varies by a factor of 2 depending on

how theΔOx/ΔCO value at low OH exposure is determined. By contrast, transect 110 is

shown as a good example in which the relationship betweenΔOx/ΔCO and OH exposure

is strong and the Ox production can be accurately calculated. Therefore, to prevent

the uncertainty in calculating Ox production influence the analysis, one last criterion is

implemented to exclude transects such as transect 212. This criterion is based on the

distribution of the slopes determined by all pairs of sample points. Generally, broader

distribution indicates weaker relationships between ΔOx/ΔCO and OH exposure (i.e.,

comparing the bottom panels in Figure S12). The transects are excluded if the standard

deviation of the distribution is twice larger than the median value. This stringent criterion

grants confidence to the ability to quantify the Ox production and it excludes 6 transects.

Finally, 25 transects are included in the Ox chemical closure analysis.

The selection criteria vary with analysis applied to single transects. In the analysis of

parameterizing the O3 +NO2 production, the criteria 6 and 7 are applied toΔ(O3 +NO2)/ΔCO,

instead of ΔOx/ΔCO. 39 transects are included in the analysis. In the analysis of the evolution



of fRO2+NO (Figure 5), the criteria 6 and 7 are not applied. In the analysis of fPAN, criteria 5, 6,

and 7 are not applied, but two other criteria are added, as will be discussed in Section S8.

Figure S12: Two representative transects to rationalize the implementation of criterion #8. The
transect in the left panels is the seventh transect during the second fire ladder on 8/3/2019. The
transect in the right panels is the third transect during the second fire ladder on 8/13/2019.

5 Conceptual model to investigate Ox chemistry

This section presents the detailed derivation of the conceptual model to describe Ox formation.

The derivation is conducted in a Lagrangian framework. We first derive an expression to account

for dilution, then derive expressions for dilution-corrected Ox production across one transect.

The plume dilution is accounted for by normalization to inert traces, such as CO. Assume

a scenario that a plume parcel with initial volume (Vt1) and initial CO concentration ([CO]t1)

is continuously mixed with ambient background air ([CO]bkg). Then after some time at t2, the

plume parcel volume expands to V2, with [CO]t2 . Based on mass balance

[CO]t1 · Vt1 + [CO]bkg · (Vt2 – Vt1) = [CO]t2 · Vt2 (S11)



Rearrange Eqn.S11 to

([CO]t1 – [CO]bkg) · Vt1 = ([CO]t2 – [CO]bkg) · Vt2 (S12)

[CO]t1 – [CO]bkg

[CO]t2 – [CO]bkg
=

Vt2
Vt1

(S13)

Eqn.S13 is simplified to Eqn.S14 by using the notation of excess concentration (Δ[X]t = [X]t –

[X]bkg). Eqn.S14 is the fundamental equation to account for dilution.

Δ[CO]t1
Δ[CO]t2

=
Vt2
Vt1

(S14)

Next, we calculate the Ox production between t1 and t2 in a similar fashion. Based on mass

balance,

[Ox]t1 · Vt1 + [Ox]bkg · (Vt2 – Vt1) + Ox_prod = [Ox]t2 · Vt2

, where Ox_prod represents the number of Ox molecules produced between t1 and t2. The units

of [Ox] and V are molecules cm–3 and cm3, respectively. Rearrange the above equation to

Ox_prod = ([Ox]t2 – [Ox]bkg) · Vt2 – ([Ox]t1 – [Ox]bkg) · Vt1

= Δ[Ox]t2 · Vt2 –Δ[Ox]t1 · Vt1

(S15)

After substituting the Vt2 expression (by rearranging Eqn.(S14)) into Eqn.(S15), we obtain

an expression of Ox_prod.

Ox_prod = Δ[Ox]t2 ·
Δ[CO]t1
Δ[CO]t2

· Vt1 –Δ[Ox]t1 · Vt1

=
(
Δ[Ox]t2
Δ[CO]t2

–
Δ[Ox]t1
Δ[CO]t1

)
·
(
Δ[CO]t1 · Vt1

) (S16)

We also derive an expression to predict the Ox_prod between t1 and t2 based on VOC

decay and RO2 chemistry (Figure S13) using Eqn.S17, where kOH+VOCi represents the second-

order reaction rate coefficient of a VOC with OH, [VOCi] represents the VOC concentration, γi

represents the number of peroxy radicals produced from the oxidization of one VOCi molecule

to its first-generation closed-shell products, αi represents the alkylnitrate branching ratio of



Figure S13: Simplified VOC oxidation scheme to describe the Ox conceptual model. The
species in black box are collectively denoted as Ox. fRO2+NO represents the fraction of RO2
radicals that react with NO. α represents the alkylnitrate branching ratio of RO2+NO reaction.
1-η represents the yield of prompt HO2 produced from the alkyl radical and O2 reaction.

VOCi-derived RO2 + NO, and fRO2+NO represents the fraction of RO2 radicals that react with

NO. These parameters will be discussed in detail in Section S7 and S8. The right hand side of

Eqn.S17 represents the production of NO2, which is rapidly converted to O3 via photolysis, to

PANs via reaction with acyl peroxy radical, to nitrate (NO–
3 = HNO3 + particulate nitrate) via

oxidation. Thus, NO2, O3, PAN, and NO–
3 are collectively considered as Ox on the left hand

side of the equation. The Ox is defined in a similar way as that in Wang et al. (13), but omits the

oxygen atom (O), excited state of the oxygen atom (O(1D)), nitrate radical (NO3), dinitrogen

pentoxide (N2O5), and peroxynitric acid (HO2NO2). These five unaccounted species are not

quantified in this study, but their contributions are expected to be minor compared to other Ox

species. Alkyl nitrates which are oxidation products of NO are not included in Ox.

Ox_prod =
∫ t2

t1

i=n∑
i=1

(
kOH+VOCi · [VOCi] · γi · (1 – αi)

)
· Vt · fRO2+NO · [OH]dt (S17)



By compiling the properties of individual VOC, including kOH+VOCi , [VOCi], γi, and

αi into a condensed parameter VOC reactivity (VOCR, Eqn.S18), Eqn.S17 is converted to

Eqn.S19. fRO2+NO is assumed to be the same for all RO2 and the associated uncertainty are

discussed in Section S8.

VOCRt =
i=n∑
i=1

kOH+VOCi · [VOCi]t · γi · (1 – αi) (S18)

Ox_prod =
∫ t2

t1
VOCRt · Vt · fRO2+NO · [OH]dt (S19)

According to Eqn.S14, Vt = Δ[CO]t1·Vt1
Δ[CO]t

. After substituting this Vt expression into Eqn.S19,

we obtain

Ox_prod =
(∫ t2

t1

VOCRt
Δ[CO]t

· fRO2+NO · [OH]dt
)
·
(
Δ[CO]t1 · Vt1

)
(S20)

Finally, equating Eqn.S16 and Eqn.S20, both of which describe Ox production, we obtain

Δ[Ox]t2
Δ[CO]t2

–
Δ[Ox]t1
Δ[CO]t1

=
∫ t2

t1

VOCRt
Δ[CO]t

· fRO2+NO · [OH]dt (S21)

We further transform the integral in time dimension to integral in OH exposure dimension

and arrive at Eqn.S22. The right hand side of Eqn.S22 integrates from the fresh plume (i.e.,

lowest OH exposure) to the aged plume (i.e., highest OH exposure) across one plume transect.

(
Δ[Ox]
Δ[CO]

)aged – (
Δ[Ox]
Δ[CO]

)fresh =
∫ aged

fresh

VOCR[OH]t
Δ[CO][OH]t

· fRO2+NO · d([OH]t) (S22)

The left hand side of Eqn.S22, which represents the measured Ox production, is calculated

from the measurements of individual Ox species (i.e., O3, NO2, PANs, HNO3, and particulate

nitrate). After adding individual Ox species to obtain the Ox concentration, we determine

the percentile values of ΔOx/ΔCO under each OH exposure by treebagger algorithm. This

algorithm uses bootstrap samples of the data to grow the bootstrap-aggregated (bagged) decision



trees to reduce overfitting and improve generalization. The treebagger algorithm is preferred in

this study because the measurements in the ΔOx/ΔCO vs. OH exposure relationship are not

uniformly distributed and bootstrap-aggregated analysis provides more robust percentiles. We

employ the TreeBagger function for Matlab and 500 bagged classification trees are used. Lastly,

the difference in the median value of ΔOx/ΔCO between aged (i.e., >95th percentile of OH

exposure) and fresh portion (i.e., <5th percentile of OH exposure) of one transect represents the

Ox production in that transect.
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Figure S14: The plot of NEMR of Ox vs. OH exposure from one plume transect to illustrate
the outliers identified based on treebagger algorithm. The lower and upper bounds represent the
25th percentile - interquartile and 75th percentile + interquartile, respectively.

The right hand side of the equation, representing the predicted Ox production based on

VOC decay, is calculated from the measured VOCs, OH exposure, and RO2 fate. The integral

is represented by product of fRO2+NO and the area under curve in the VOCRt
Δ[CO]t

vs. OH exposure

plot (see Figure S23 as an example). fRO2+NO is factored out of the integral by applying the

transect-averaged value, which assumes that fRO2+NO does not vary with OH exposure. The

details on fRO2+NO are discussed in Section S8.

Several points regarding the conceptual model should be noted.



1. The measurements of NOy and individual reactive nitrogen compounds (including NO,

NO2, HONO, HNO3, particulate nitrate, and PANs) enable a diagnosis on the chemical

closure of NOy. Figure S15 shows that the sum of individual reactive nitrogen compounds

equals the measured NOy within measurement uncertainties, indicating no apparent missing

NOy species in this study. This analysis also suggests that alkyl nitrates, the sum of which

is not measured in this study, comprise a small fraction of NOy. To further investigate the

contribution of alkyl nitrates to NOy, we estimate the production of alkyl nitrates based

on the decay of measured VOCs. According to Eqn.S23, the area under the curve in the

plot of instantaneous production rate of alkyl nitrates (Palkyl nitrates) as a function of OH

exposure represents the amount of alkyl nitrates produced. We estimate that when OH

exposure is 2 × 1010 molecules cm–3 s (equivalent to 5 h smoke age assuming [OH] =

1× 106 molecules cm–3), the produced alkyl nitrates account for less than 10% of NOy.

This estimate is consistent with above NOy chemical closure analysis and also consistent

with previous observations in ARCTAS studies (20, 62), where total NOy measurements

were available. A recent study by Calahorrano et al. (19) measured individual NOy

species in western wildfires in 2018 and reported that gas phase organic nitrates comprise

20-25% of NOy, a fraction larger than the estimate in this and previous studies. Because

a lack of total NOy measurement, the NOy chemical closure analysis in Calahorrano et

al. (19) has larger uncertainty. In addition, the concentration of gas-phase organic nitrates

in that study could be biased high because of a factor of 2 uncertainty in the calibration

factors as noted in Calahorrano et al. (19).



produced alkyl nitrates =
∫ ([OH]t)2

([OH]t)1

i=n∑
i=1

kOH+VOCi ·
[VOCi]
Δ[CO]

· αi · fRO2+NO · d([OH]t)

=
∫ ([OH]t)2

([OH]t)1

Palkyl nitratesd([OH]t)

(S23)

2. While the particulate nitrate measured by AMS is a sum of particulate inorganic nitrate,

alkyl nitrates, and nitroaromatics (both -NO2 and -OH groups attached to the aromatic

ring), multiple lines of evidence suggests that inorganic nitrate is the predominant species.

Both Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) analysis and analysis based on the NO+/NO+
2

ratio suggest alkyl nitrates account for less that 5% of AMS nitrate. Regarding nitroaromatics,

preliminary analysis estimates that nitroaromatics account for less than 10% of AMS

nitrate (molar ratio) for 75% of all transects. In fact, as the formation of nitroaromatics

involves NO2 loss (i.e., phenoxy radicals + NO2), they are included in the Ox calculation.

3. The stoichiometirc coefficient for HNO3 and particulate nitrate in Ox is assumed to be 1.

The underlying assumption is that the major formation pathway of HNO3 is the oxidation

of NO2 by OH, as the HNO3 produced via other pathways, for example N2O5 with

H2O, involves more than 1 odd oxygen (63). To test this hypothesis, we compare the

measured production of NO–
3 (i.e., sum of HNO3 and AMS nitrate) across individual

transects to the predicted production based on the decay of ΔNO2/ΔCO as a function of

OH exposure (Eqn. S24), in a similar fashion as Ox chemical closure analysis. As shown

in Figure S16, the predicted NO–
3 production from NO2+OH reaction agrees reasonably

with the measurement, implying this reaction is the major source of inorganic nitrate.

Other formation pathways of inorganic nitrate, including N2O5 uptake and nitrate radical

+ aldehdyes, play a minor role. However, we acknowledge that the importance of nitrate



radical chemistry in optically dense plumes warrants further investigations.

NO–
3 production =

∫ ([OH]t)2

([OH]t)1

kNO2+OH ·
[NO2]
Δ[CO]

· d([OH]t) (S24)

4. The O3 consumption by reactions with alkenes is not included, as the reaction is assumed

to be O3 neutral.

5. As the conceptual model solely based on gas phase chemistry is sufficient to account

for the measured Ox production here, we do not need to assign a significant role for

the heterogeneous loss of O3 and HO2. This finding is supported by comparing the

heterogeneous loss rate of HO2 (Eqn.S25) and its loss via reaction rate with NO (Eqn.S26).

γ in Eqn.S25 is the HO2 uptake coefficient and it depends on aerosol composition. We

use γ = 0.008, which is based on measurements of HO2 uptake to a variety of organic

aerosols (64). This choice is reasonable because organic aerosol generally accounts for

more than 90% of submicron PM mass in wildfire plumes. ν is the mean molecular

speed of HO2, which is 437 m s–1 at 280 K. SA is the particle surface area and we

use the largest value ∼ 105
μm3/cm3 sampled from the Williams Flats fire on 8/3/2019.

Together, rHO2,het is 0.09 s–1. At the same time when the largest SA was sampled, the NO

concentration, ambient T, and ambient P are 6500 ppt, 280 K, and 729 hPa, respectively.

Using these values, the rHO2+NO is 1.1 s–1, which is one order of magnitude larger than

rHO2,het. This analysis supports the conclusion that heterogeneous loss of HO2 is minor.

rHO2,het =
γ× ν× SA

4
(S25)

rHO2+NO = kHO2+NO[NO] (S26)



Figure S15: Analysis of NOy closure. The NOy closure is studied based on the correlation of
summed NOy species (as y-axis, including NO, NO2, HONO, PANs, HNO3, and particulate
nitrate (pNO3)) and measured NOy (as x-axis). The orthogonal fitting is performed on
individual transects. Panel (a) plots the orthogonal slope as a function of the 95% percentile of
the NOy concentration from the corresponding transect. Each data point represents one transect
and is colored by the r2 of the linear correlation of summed vs. measured NOy. Only transects
with r2 larger than 0.7 are shown. Panel (b) plots the histogram of the orthogonal fitting slopes.

6 Statistical model to estimate the Ox background level

When quantifying the Ox enhancement in smoke plume (i.e., Δ[Ox]
Δ[CO] =

[Ox]plume–[Ox]bkg
[CO]plume–[CO]bkg

), a

critical source of uncertainty is the relatively high O3 concentration outside the plume. To

represent the Ox background concentration (denoted as [Ox]bkg), previous aircraft studies typically

used the air upwind of the fire source or the concentration obtained immediately before and after

plume interception (7, 9, 32). However, these estimates can be biased when the background air

composition near the surface where the fire is emitted is different from that aloft where the

smoke is sampled (65).

To take the airmass origin into account in estimating the [Ox]bkg, we apply multivariate
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Figure S16: The comparison of predicted and measured production of NO–
3. The prediction is

based on the decay of ΔNO2/ΔCO as a function of OH exposure.

linear regression (MLR) to relate [Ox]bkg on several predictors, including water vapor concentration

([H2O]), HCN concentration ([HCN]), longitude (Lon), latitude (Lat), temperature (T), pressure

(P), and hour of day (HoD). The MLR is applied to each individual fire ladder. In the statistical

model, the dependent variable is the Ox concentration outside of the wildfire plumes (i.e.,

[Ox]bkg). The explanatory variables include [H2O], [HCN], Lon, Lat, T, P, and HoD. The [H2O]

is included in the regression analysis because its strong vertical gradient helps to represent the

airmass origin. For example, during the plume rise from surface to aloft, the composition

of background air is constantly changing. The background composition immediately before

and after the plume intercept may not accurately represent that of the plume core, which has

undergone less extensive mixing with background air than plume edge. Using [H2O] enables

a more accurate estimate of various extent of mixing that different portions of plume have

experienced. The RH is < 100% in the plume transects, indicating the H2O is conserved



in transport. We also verify that the H2O emission from the wildfires due to combustion is

insignificant compared to ambient H2O level. The [HCN] is included in the regression analysis

to represent the widespread fire impacts on the regional Ox background. As discussed below,

[HCN] significantly increases the explanatory power (correlation) of the statistical model. Longitude,

Latitude, and P (equivalently altitude) are selected to represent the spatial distribution of Ox. T

is selected to represent the effects of temperature on O3 chemistry.

We perform stepwise selection regression using stepwisefit function in Matlab. It adds

terms to and removes terms from a multilinear model based on their statistical significance

(F-statistics, p-value = 0.05). Based on the stepwise selection, the explanatory power of each

predictor is explored. Taking the second fire ladder on 08/03/2019 as an example, all predictors

arranged in descending explanatory power are H2O, HCN, Lon, P, T, Lat, and HoD (Table

S2). All explanatory variables have a statistically significant relationship with the dependent

variable. Notably, H2O and HCN together explain 73% of the variance in the measured [Ox]bkg

(r2 = 0.73), while other predictors explain additional 6% of the variance and hence increase the

r2 to 0.79. The relative importance of these predictors vary with flights, but generally follow a

similar trend as the second fire ladder of 8/3/2019 flight.

For all 26 fire ladders, the statistical model explains 44-94% (median value 79%) of variance

in the measurements (Figure S17). The performance of the statistical model for one fire ladder

is shown in Figure S18 as an example. Outside of the plume, the [Ox] predicted by the statistical

model well matches the measured [Ox] for this particular case. Finally, we apply the regression

coefficients from the statistical model to estimate point-wise [Ox]bkg inside the wildfire plume.

We use the in situ measurements of [H2O], longitude, latitude, temperature, pressure, hour of

day, and regional average [HCN]. The regionally average [HCN] is represented by the average

of all outside plume measurements collected during the corresponding fire ladder.



Predictora Estimate SE p-value cumulative r2,b

intercept 5.4e2 72 9.5e-14 -
H2O -2.1e-3 5.5e-5 4.4e-264 0.32
HCN 8.8e-3 1.5e-4 0 0.73
Lon 2.7 0.52 1.9e-7 0.77

P 0.099 0.013 2.1e-14 0.78
T -0.69 0.13 1.9e-7 0.79

Lat -1.2 0.26 2.5e-6 0.79
HoD 0.66 0.23 3.6e-3 0.79

a The multivariate regression equation takes the following form:
[Ox]bkg = β0 + β1× [H2O] + β2× [HCN] + β3×Lon + β4×P + β5×
T + β6 × Lat + β7 × [HoD]
b the r2 value of each line represents the model performance when

the predictors in this line and above are included in the model.

Table S2: Multivariate Linear regression model to estimate [Ox]bkg for the second fire ladder
on 08/03/2019.
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Figure S17: The performance of Ox statistical model (i.e., the r2 between measured and
modeled Ox concentration outside of wildfire plumes) for each fire ladder. The statistical model
is not developed for the first fire ladder on 08/06/2019 and 08/07/2019, because they sampled
aged smoke and the sampling strategy is different from other fire ladders. The plume transects
included in Figure 7 are from the fire ladder with red cross.

7 VOC reactivity

VOC reactivity (VOCR) is a condensed parameter summarizing several properties of individual

VOC (Eqn.S18), including the VOC concentration ([VOCi]), the second-order reaction rate35



Figure S18: An example fire ladder (i.e., the second fire ladder on 08/03/2019) to illustrate
the performance of Ox statistical model. The red line represents the modeled Ox background
concentration. The difference between red and black line represents the Ox enhancement in the
plume. The missing prediction for some periods is due to missing HCN measurement because
of instrument background calibration. The inset panel plots the measured vs. predicted Ox
concentration outside of the plume.

coefficient of a VOC with OH (kOH+VOCi), the number of RO2 and HO2 molecules produced

in the process of oxidizing one VOCi molecule to its first-generation closed-shell products (γi),

and the alkylnitrate branching ratio of VOCi-derived RO2 + NO (αi). These related parameters

are summarized Tables S3, S4, S5, and will be discussed in detail below.

VOC species

Roughly 80 VOC species are included in the analysis. They include ∼40 species quantified by

PTR-ToF-MS, ∼40 species quantified by the NOAA integrated whole air sampler (iWAS) with

GC-MS analysis, CH4 by DACOM, C2H6 by CAMS, HCHO by ISAF, CHOCHO by ACES,

phenol by CF3O– CIMS. All the species have 1Hz measurements, except iWAS.

For all flights except the one on 8/7/2019, the VOCs measurements by the NOAA PTR-ToF-



MS are used. The NOAA PTR-ToF-MS was not operational because of power issue during the

8/7/2019 flight, so that the measurements collected by the PTR-ToF-MS from the University

of Oslo (denoted as UIO PTR) were used. The UIO PTR focused on measuring NH3 and only

provided VOCs measurements for 8/7/2019 flight. Measurement of CH3CHO by the UIO PTR

is unavailable and we use the average contribution of CH3CHO to total VOC reactivity from 20

transects included in the Ox chemical closure analysis, which is 13%, as an approximation of

the CH3CHO reactivity during the 8/7/2019 flight.

One limitation in the PTR-ToF-MS measurement is that it cannot distinguish isobaric compounds

and their isomers. To address this issue, we assume the isomer distribution follows that identified

by gas chromatography at the Fire Sciences Laboratory in 2016 by Koss et al. (15).

Another issue with the VOC measurements is that some compounds are sticky in sampling

lines. This issue causes partition delay and a long tail when the aircraft exits the smoke plume,

which may cause positive bias in the calculated VOC reactivity. This issue is largely avoided

when the analysis focuses on the the concentrated portion of the plume when the phenol and

benzene concentrations are 10 times higher than that in the background level.

Reaction rate coefficient of VOC with OH (kOH+RH)

The kOH+RH are collected from the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Chemical

Kinetics Database and (66). The temperature-dependent rate coefficients are applied whenever

data are available.

Photolysis of aldehdyes

Besides OH-initiated oxidation of VOCs, the photolysis of aldehydes is another important

source of radicals. Here, we convert the in situ photolysis rate of 9 aldehydes to an equivalent

second-order reaction rate coefficients of VOC+OH reaction, by assuming an OH concentration



(kaldehyde+OH,eqv = Jaldehyde/[OH]). In this study and in the literature, the estimated [OH] in

wildfire plumes ranges from 1× 106 to 1.7× 107 molecules cm–3 (9,67–69). Here, we assume

[OH] = 1 × 106 molecules cm–3. The 9 aldehydes included in this analysis are acetaldehyde,

acetone, propanal, methacrolein, methyl vinyl ketone, glyoxal, formaldehyde, methyl ethyl

ketone, and hydroxyacetone. Their in situ photolysis rates are determined from the Charged-

coupled device Actinic Flux Spectroradiometers. Several photolysis pathways could exist for

the aldehydes. Here we only include the pathways that leading to primary radical productions.

For example, we only consider the photolysis rate of HCHO that produces H and HCO.

Discussions about α

α represents the alkylnitrate branching ratio of RO2 + NO reaction. Overall, we use measured

α when available and estimate α by analogy to a closely related compound when measurement

is unavailable. The α values of alkanes are obtained from the summary in Rosen et al. (70).

The α values of alkenes are based on the measurements in Teng et al. (71) or calculated using

the parameterization in Wennberg et al. (72) if measurements are not available. The α values

of aromatics are highly uncertain. For example, a recent study by Xu et al. (60) measured

the α to be <1% in OH-initiated oxidation of benzene and suggested the α values in current

chemical mechanisms are largely overestimated (i.e., 8% in Master Chemical Mechanism for

benzene). Given the lack of comprehensive measurements of α values of aromatics, we assume

α=1% for all aromatics measured in this study. Similar to aromatics, the α values of furans are

also sparsely studied in the literature. We apply the parameterization in Wennberg et al. (72)

to calculate the α for furan, which is 5%. This value is applied for all furans. The α of C1-C3

carbonyls is zero. C4 and larger carbonyls are assume to have the same α as methacrolein (i.e.,

6% (72)).



Discussions about γ

The γ value represents the number of RO2 and HO2 molecules produced in the process of

oxidizing one VOCi molecule to its first-generation closed-shell products. The γ value for each

individual VOC is evaluated based on its oxidation mechanism. The simplified and generic

VOC oxidation scheme is shown in Figure S13, based on which the derivation of γ is illustrated

below. The OH-initiated oxidation of VOCs typically produces an alkyl radical. In the oxidation

of alkenes and alkanes, the alkyl radical quickly adds O2 to become a RO2. In the oxidation

of aromatics and furans, the reaction of alkyl radicals and O2 can proceed with H abstraction

to produce a prompt HO2 and a closed-shell product as counterpart. Given such difference

between VOCs, the yield of RO2 (represented by η) is considered to derive a generic γ expression.

Next, depending on the reaction environment, a fraction of RO2 reacts with NO (fRO2+NO) to

produce alkoxy radical (RO) with a branching ratio (1 –α), where α is the alkylnitrate branching

ratio. Lastly, alkoxy radical is assumed to exclusively react with O2 to produce a HO2 and a

counterpart aldehyde (73). Based on this simplified oxidation scheme, γ = 1 + ηf(1 – α). We

further simplify the expression and approximate γ as 1 + η, by assuming f is equal to 1 and

α is equal to 0. These two assumptions are reasonable because f is generally larger than 0.6

in smoke plumes as shown in Section S8 and α values for the majority of measured VOCs in

this study are smaller than 0.1 (Table S3 and S4). The γ under these assumptions represents an

upper estimate.

According to the simplified γ expression, we estimate the γ of each VOC. For alkenes and

C1-C3 alkanes, γ is 2, because η is equal 1. This is the typical γ value used in the literature,

and the implicit assumptions (i.e., f = 1 under high-NOx and α = 0) made to derive this value

should be clearly acknowledged. For C4 and higher alkanes, the alkoxy radical isomerization

(not considered in Figure S13) becomes competitive, which produces additional RO2 and leads

to γ larger than 2. For these alkanes, we assume γ = 2.85 as estimated by Rosen et al. (70). For



aromatics and furans, the yield of prompt HO2 (i.e., 1-η) is critical in γ estimation. The yields

of prompt HO2 of several common aromatics are measured by Nehr et al. (73), which ranges

from 0.27 to 0.89 depending on aromatic speciation. When a measurement is unavailable, such

as syringol and guaiacol, we assume their η to be the same as benzene. The yields of prompt

HO2 of furans are also substantial based on theoretical studies, but experiment values are largely

unavailable. The yields are estimated from a series of theoretical studies on furans oxidation

mechanism (74, 75). The γ estimation for aldehydes is challenging because aldehydes undergo

both OH oxidation and photolysis, which result in different γ values. Another challenge is that

the acyl peroxy radical produced from aldehydes oxidation can react with NO2 to produce PAN,

instead of recycling NOx. Overall, we assume γ=2 for all aldehydes, except HCHO. Regarding

HCHO, γ=1 when HCHO reacts with OH and γ=2 when it photolyzes to CO+2HO2. HCHO

photolysis to H2 and CO is not included in the analysis because this reaction does not produce

primary radicals. Further, we estimate that the branching ratio of OH oxidation and photolysis

to CO+2HO2 is roughly half and half in the plume, leading to γ=1.5 for HCHO.

iWAS interpolation

The NOAA iWAS sampling interval is 4-9 s, depending on altitude. If a VOC is quantified

by both PTR and iWAS, the 1Hz PTR measurement is used in the analysis and the iWAS

measurement is excluded to avoid double counting. The VOCs uniquely measured by iWAS

are treated as a group with a concentration-weighted reaction rate with OH (kiWAS+OH,eff,

Eqn.S27). Their combined reactivity is interpolated into 1s intervals by scaling to a species that

has similar kOH as kiWAS+OH,eff and is measured with 1Hz frequency.

kiWAS+OH,eff =

∑i=n
i=1
(
kOH+VOCi · [VOCi]

)∑i=n
i=1[VOCi]

(S27)

The kiWAS+OH,eff is close to kOH of xylene isomers. To illustrate, Figure S19 displays the

kiWAS+OH,eff of each fire ladder, calculated using the iWAS species concentrations averaged



over the entire fire ladder. The kiWAS+OH,eff of all fire ladders are within the kOH range bounded

by o-xylene and m-xylene. 1Hz measurements of xylene isomers are available by PTR-ToF-

MS measurement, despite all isomers being collectively measured as C8-aromatics. All unique

iWAS species were treated as a group and assumed to decay at the same rate as C8-aromatics.

To interpolate discrete iWAS measurement into 1Hz frequency for each plume transect, we first

calculate the VOC reactivity including all unique iWAS species (denoted as VOCRiWAS,slow),

then divide it by the C8-aromatics concentration averaged over the iWAS sampling interval, and

lastly multiply it by the 1Hz measurement of C8-aromatics across that transect (Eqn.S28).

VOCRiWAS,fast =
VOCRiWAS,slow

[C8 – aromatics]PTR,slow
× [C8 – aromatics]PTR,fast (S28)
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Figure S19: The concentration-weighted kOH of unique VOC species (i.e. kiWAS+OH,eff)
measured by NOAA iWAS for each fire ladder. The secondary reaction rate coefficients of
VOCs with OH are calculated at 280 K.



Figure S20: Contribution to total VOC reactivity (VOCR) of different VOC categories in the 21
transects selected in the chemical closure of Ox analysis (SI Appendix, Section S4). 4 transects
from the flight on 8/7/2019, which are also included in the Ox chemical closure analysis, are
not shown here, because the CH3CHO measurement is unavailable. The numbers along x-axis
represent the transect index. Oxygenated VOCs (OVOCs) are predominantly small carbonyls,
with minor contributions of organic acids and alcohols. Red-Aromatics and Oxy-Aromatics
stand for reduced and oxygenated homocyclic aromatic compounds, respectively.



Figure S21: The fractional contribution of the top 20 VOCs to total VOC reactivity for the 21
plume transects selected in the Ox chemical closure analysis (Section S4). 4 transects from the
flight on 8/7/2019, which are also included in the Ox chemical closure analysis, are not shown
here, because the CH3CHO measurement is unavailable. The numbers along x-axis represent
the transect index.

Figure S22: The OH-exposure-dependent VOC reactivity in a representative transect. The total
VOCR/Δ CO (black dots) is from 1Hz measurements. The VOCR of each VOC class (colorful
areas) is binned based on OH exposure.



Figure S23: The OH-exposure-dependent VOC reactivity of top 20 species in one representative
plume transect (index 106).



VOCa Ab n B γ α

c2Butene 1.10e-11 0 -487 2 0.12
c2Pentene 6.50e-11 0 0 2 0.15

CycHexane 3.26e-17 2 -262 2.85 0.17
Ethene 1.96e-12 0 -438 2 0.013
iButane 1.17e-17 2 -213 2.85 0.255
iButene 9.47e-12 0 -504 2 0.09
iPentane 3.60e-12 0 0 2.85 0.35
isoprene 2.70e-11 0 -390 2 0.13

MeCycHexane 9.64e-12 0 0 2.85 0.17
MeCycPentane 2.73e-17 2 -214 2.85 0.1

nButane 1.81e-17 2 -114 2.85 0.077
nDecane 3.17e-17 2 -406 2.85 0.3
nHexane 2.54e-14 1 112 2.85 0.141
nNonane 2.53e-17 2 -436 2.85 0.05
nOctane 2.72e-17 2 -361 2.85 0.226
nPentane 2.52e-17 2 -158 2.85 0.105
Propane 1.65e-17 2 87 2 0.036
Propene 4.85e-12 0 -504 2 0.041

t13Pentadiene 1.01e-10 0 0 2 0.03
t2Butene 1.01e-11 0 -550 2 0.12
t2Pentene 6.70e-11 0 0 2 0.15
x1Butene 6.55e-12 0 -467 2 0.12
x1Pentene 3.14e-11 0 0 2 0.15

x224TriMePentane 2.35e-17 2 -140 2.85 0.14
x22DiMeButane 3.37e-11 0 809 2.85 0.2
x24DiMePentane 4.77e-12 0 0 2.85 0.1

x2Me1Butene 6.10e-11 0 0 2 0.16
x2MePentane 5.20e-12 0 0 2.85 0.14
x3Me1Butene 5.32e-12 0 -533 2 0.03
x3MePentane 5.20e-12 0 0 2.85 0.14

a All iWAS species are classified as Alkane/Alkene.
b The units of A and b are cm3 molecule–1 s–1 and K,

respectively. The rate expression is k = ATne–B/T. B = 0 suggests
the temperature-dependent rate constant is not available. This
footnote also applies to Tables S4 and S5

Table S3: Summary of VOCs measured by NOAA iWAS.



VOC Class A n B γ α note
Acetone OVOCs 9.84e-13 0 485.52 2 0
Acrolein OVOCs 6.55e-12 0 -333.17 2 0
Anisol OVOCs 2.80e-11 0 0 1.13 0.01 50% of C7H8O
aPinene Alkane/Alkene 1.21e-11 0 -436 2 0.03 100% of C10H16

Benzaldehyde Oxy-aromatics 1.3e-11 0 0 2 0.06
Benzene Red-aromatics 2.33e-12 0 193 1.5 0.01

BenzFuran Furans 3.72e-11 0 0 1.5 0.05
Butanal OVOCs 5.71e-12 0 -411.35 2 0.06 1% of C4H8O

C2H5OH OVOCs 5.31e-12 0 180.42 1 0
Catechol Oxy-aromatics 1.00e-10 0 0 1 0.01 50% of C6H6O2
CH3CHO OVOCs 6.87e-12 0 -256.19 2 0

CH3COOH OVOCs 2.44e-14 0 -1027.13 2 0 67% of C2H4O2
CH3OH OVOCs 6.71e-12 0 600.19 1 0
Creosols Oxy-aromatics 7.5e-11 0 0 1.13 0.01

Crotonaldehyde OVOCs 5.77e-12 0 -532.84 2 0.06 33% of C4H6O
EthylBenzene Red-aromatics 7.51e-12 0 0 1.6 0.01 10% of C8H10
EthylFormate OVOCs 5.66e-13 0 -133.51 2 0 14% of C3H6O2

Furan Furans 1.32e-11 0 -334 1.24 0.05
Furfural Furans 3.50e-11 0 0 1 0.05

Glycoaldehyde OVOCs 8.00e-12 0 0 2 0 33% of C2H4O2
Guaiacol Oxy-aromatics 7.44e-11 0 0 1.5 0.01
HCOOH OVOCs 2.91e-13 0 -102.24 1 0

Hydroxyacetone OVOCs 1.88e-11 0 544.86 2 0 50% of C3H6O2
HydroxyBenzoquinone Oxy-aromatics 4.60e-12 0 0 1.5 0.01 C6H4O3

isobutyraldehyde OVOCs 6.79e-12 0 -393.31 2 0.06 14% of C4H8O
Methacrolein OVOCs 8.00e-12 0 -380 2 0.06 19% of C4H6O

MaleicAnhydride Furans 1.45e-12 0 0 1.24 0.05
MEK OVOCs 1.20e-12 0 0 2 0 85% of C4H8O

MethylAcetate OVOCs 8.54e-19 2 -455 2 0 35% of C3H6O2
MVK OVOCs 2.60e-12 0 -610 2 0.03 48% of C4H6O

Naphthalene Red-aromatics 1.05e-12 0 -902.09 2 0.01
Styrene Red-aromatics 4.30e-11 0 0 2 0.01
Syringol Oxy-aromatics 1.00e-10 0 0 1.5 0.01
Toluene Red-aromatics 2.09e-12 0 -322.35 1.58 0.01
oXylene Red-aromatics 1.47e-11 0 0 1.6 0.01 23% of C8H10
mXylene Red-aromatics 1.66e-11 0 -115.47 1.6 0.01 34% of C8H10
pXylene Red-aromatics 1.52e-11 0 0 1.6 0.01 34% of C8H10

Trimethylbenzene Red-aromatics 1.32e-11 0 -449.84 1.67 0.01 C9H12
x23Butanedione Alkane/Alkene 2.41e-13 0 0 2 0.05

x25Dimethylfuran Furans 1.32e-10 0 0 1.73 0.05 DimeFurans
x2Furanone Furans 4.10e-12 0 0 2 0.05
x2MeFuran Furans 6.18e-11 0 0 1.65 0.05 85% of C5H6O
x3MeFuran Furans 3.2e-11 0 -310.32 1.65 0.05 15% of C5H6O

x2Methylphenol Oxy-aromatics 4.00e-11 0 0 1.13 0.01 50% of C7H8O
x5MeFurfural Furans 5.10e-12 0 0 2 0.05 50% of C6H6O2

Table S4: Summary of VOCs measured by PTR-ToF-MS. Red-Aromatics and Oxy-Aromatics
stand for reduced and oxygenated homocyclic aromatic compounds, respectively.
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VOC Class A n B γ α

HCHO OVOCs 6.84e-12 0 -72.17 1.5 0
CH4 Alkane/Alkene 1.85e-20 2.82 984 2 5e-4

CHOCHO OVOCs 1.10e-11 0 0 2 0
CO CO 1.5e-13 0 0 1 0

Ethane Alkane/Alkene 1.49e-17 2 499 2 0.019
Phenol Oxy-aromatics 4.70e-13 0 -1220 1.11 0.01

Table S5: Summary of VOCs measured by instruments other than PTR-ToF-MS and iWAS.



8 RO2 fate

8.1 Calculations of RO2 fate

The fraction of RO2 that reacts with NO (fRO2+NO) is inferred from the production of a pair of

organic hydroperoxide (ROOH) and hydroxynitrate (RONO2) from the same parent VOC. The

instantaneous production rates of ROOH and RONO2 are written as Eqn.S29 and S30, where

kRO2+NO and kRO2+HO2 represent the reaction rate coefficients of RO2 + NO and RO2 + HO2

reactions, respectively. αRONO2 and αROOH represent the branching ratio to produce RONO2

and ROOH, respectively. Then fRO2+NO is expressed using PROOH, PRONO2 , αROOH, and

αRONO2 , as in Eqn.S31.

PRONO2 = kRO2+NO · αRONO2 · [RO2] · [NO] (S29)

PROOH = kRO2+HO2 · αROOH · [RO2] · [HO2] (S30)

fRO2+NO =
kRO2+NO · [NO]

kRO2+NO · [NO] + kRO2+HO2 · [HO2]

=

PRONO2
αRONO2

PRONO2
αRONO2

+ PROOH
αROOH

(S31)

We use measurements of ROOH and RONO2 from the OH-initiated oxidation of ethene and

propene for this analysis. These two VOCs are selected because the corresponding ROOH and

RONO2 are accurately measured by CF3O– CIMS with high sensitivity and minor interference.

Also, the αROOH and αRONO2 for these two VOCs are relatively well-studied (71). The αROOH

in both ethene and propene oxidation is assumed to be 1. The αRONO2 values are estimated

by scaling the laboratory measurements in Teng et al. (71) to the atmospheric conditions using

the temperature and pressure dependencies described in Wennberg et al. (72). Under common

sampling conditions (280 K and 700 hPa), the αRONO2 values are 1.8% and 5.2% for ethene



and propene, respectively. The measured production of X (X = ROOH or RONO2) across an

entire transect is represented by the difference in ΔX/ΔCO values between aged (i.e., >95th

percentile of OH exposure) and fresh portion (i.e., <5th percentile of OH exposure) of one

transect. Because the production of ROOH and RONO2 across the entire transect is applied in

Eqn.4, the calculated fRO2+NO represents a transect-integrated metric. The secondary loss of

ROOH and RONO2 is corrected by using the rate coefficients of their reaction with OH and

the estimated OH exposure, following the procedure in Atkinson et al. (76). The fRO2+NO is

calculated for both ethene and propene, and they are consistent within 10% as shown in Figure

S25. The average value from both systems of each transect is applied in predicting the Ox

formation across each transect.

Applying the fRO2+NO derived from ethene and propene to larger VOCs introduces uncertainty

in predicting the Ox formation. It is mainly because kRO2+HO2 increases with the number of

heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms in RO2, while the kRO2+NO does not vary significantly with RO2

size (72). Therefore, the fRO2+NO is expected to decrease with larger RO2 size. We estimate

such uncertainty based on the dependence of kRO2+HO2 on temperature and the number of

heavy atoms (n = C + O + N - 2) (72). Under typical flight temperature 280K, the kRO2+HO2

increases from 1.8× 10–11 cm3 molecule–1 s–1 for propene-derived RO2 to a plateau value of

2.7× 10–11 cm3 molecule–1 s–1 for RO2 with n larger than 11. Applying the plateau value of

kRO2+HO2 decreases the estimated fRO2+NO, but the change is more pronounced when fRO2+NO

is small. or example, when the propene-derived fRO2+NO is 0.6 (i.e., the lowest value of the 25

transects in Figure 7), applying the plateau value of kRO2+HO2 decreases the fRO2+NO to 0.5,

a 17% change. In contrast, the change is only 5% When the propene-derived fRO2+NO is 0.9.

Overall, applying the ethene- and propene-derived fRO2+NO introduces a small positive bias in

the predicted Ox formation and such bias is considered in the uncertainty analysis.



Figure S24: The NO concentration and NEMR of H2O2 as a function of OH exposure for two
transects under different NO levels.

8.2 Discussions on NOx loss pathways

Potential NOx loss pathways include oxidation to inorganic nitrate (NO–
3), NO2 reaction with

acyl peroxy radical to produce PANs, NO reaction with RO2 to produce alkyl nitrates, NO2

reaction with phenoxy radicals to produce nitroaromatics. Four PANs (listed in Table S1), gas

phase HNO3, and particulate nitrate are quantified in this study. Particulate nitrate measured

by AMS is dominantly inorganic nitrate, with minor contribution from nitroaromatics and

alkylnitrates, as discussed in Section S5. The measurement of the sum of all gas-phase alkyl

nitrates is not available. Thus, to investigate the chemical closure of NOx oxidation products,

we compare the sum of PANs and NO–
3 (= HNO3 + particulate nitrate) to NOz across each

transect. NOz is calculated by subtracting NOx and HONO from measured NOy. As shown

in Figure S27, the sum of PANs and NO–
3 equals the measured NOz within measurement
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dependence on RO2 size. The difference between ethene-derived and propene-derived fRO2+NO
is quantified by comparing the black points and the red line.

uncertainties (Table S1). Therefore, this analysis suggests that PANs and NO–
3 are the dominant

NOx oxidation products and other NOx loss pathways play a relatively minor role. This finding

is consistent with previous studies (6, 20, 67). Among all four PANs (i.e, PAN, PBN, PPN, and

APAN, Table S1) measured in this study, PAN accounts for more than 90%.

To investigate the relative contribution of NOx loss pathways, we use STA and calculate

the fraction of PAN in the newly formed NOz (NOz = NOy - NOx - HONO) across each

transect (denoted as fPAN) by exploring the relation of ΔPAN/ΔCO and ΔNOz/ΔCO. fPAN is

calculated using two methods. The first method uses the ratio of the difference in the 95th and
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5th percentiles ofΔPAN/ΔCO to that ofΔNOz/ΔCO. The second method uses the slope of the

orthogonal fitting of theΔPAN/ΔCO vs. ΔNOz/ΔCO (an example transect is shown in Figure

S28). The fPAN of one transect is considered as robust and included in further analysis, only if

the values calculated from two methods agree within 30% and ΔPAN/ΔCO vs. ΔNOz/ΔCO

has a reasonable correlation (r2 > 0.5). In Figure 6b, only fire ladders having more than 4 robust

transects are included, in order to show the fPANevolution.

Here fPAN represents the fraction of NOx loss to PAN as the smoke evolved from the

photochemical condition in plume center to that in plume edge across individual transects. It

is different from the average ΔPAN/ΔNOz of one transect, which depends on the primary

emissions of NOz species and the integral of NOx chemical loss from emission to be sampled.

The fPAN as a function of smoke age is shown in Figure 5b.



Figure S27: Analysis of NOz closure. The NOz closure is studied based on the correlation
of summed NOz species (as y-axis, including PANs, HNO3, and pNO3) and measured NOz
(ax x-axis, = NOy - NO - NO2 - HONO). The orthogonal fitting is performed on individual
transects. Panel (a) plots the orthogonal slope as a function of the 95% percentile of the NOy
concentration from the corresponding transect. Each data point represents one transect and is
colored by the r2 from the least square fit of summed and measured NOz. Only transects with
r2 larger than 0.7 are shown. Panel (b) plots the histogram of the orthogonal fitting slopes.

PPAN = kCH3CO3+NO2[NO2][CH3CO3] (S32)

d[CH3CO3]
dt

= kCH3CHO+OH[CH3CHO][OH]

– kCH3CO3+NO2[CH3CO3][NO2]

– kCH3CO3+NO[CH3CO3][NO]

– kCH3CO3+HO2[CH3CO3][HO2]

(S33)

[CH3CO3] =
kCH3CHO+OH[CH3CHO][OH]

kCH3CO3+NO2[NO2] + kCH3CO3+NO[NO] + kCH3CO3+HO2[HO2]
(S34)

PHNO3 = kNO2+OH[NO2][OH] (S35)
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PPAN
PHNO3 + PPAN

=
1

1 +
kNO2+OH[NO2]

kCH3CHO+OH[CH3CHO] (1 +
kCH3CO3+NO[NO]

kCH3CO3+NO2 [NO2] +
kCH3CO3+HO2 [HO2]
kCH3CO3+NO2 [NO2] )

(S36)

In addition to obtaining fPAN based on measured ΔPAN/ΔCO and ΔNOz/ΔCO, fPAN is

estimated based on the production rates of PAN and HNO3, assuming they are the only two

NOx oxidation products. The production rate of PAN from the reaction of NO2 and acetyl

peroxy radical (CH3CO3) is shown in Eqn.S32. The CH3CO3 concentration is estimated

by assuming equilibrium between its production from OH oxidation of acetaldehyde and its

reactions with NO, NO2, and HO2 (Eqns. S33 and S34). The production rate of HNO3 from

the oxidation of NO2 by OH is shown in Eqn.S35. The measured HNO3 in wildfire plumes is

very low (i.e., a few ppt), because HNO3 rapidly partitions to particles together with abundant

NH3 emitted from wildfires to become particle-phase NH4NO3. Combining S32, S34, and



Eqn.S35 leads to Eqn.S36, which is used to estimate the fPAN, based on concentrations of

NO, NO2, and acetaldehyde. We apply the median value of species concentrations across

each transect in Eqn.S36. The CH3CO3 + HO2 reaction is considered to derive a complete

expression, but dropped out in the final calculation because of a lack of information on HO2

concentration. The fPAN calculated by Eqn.S36 is denoted as "theoretical fPAN", as opposed

to that calculated based on measured ΔPAN/ΔCO and ΔNOz/ΔCO (denoted as "measured

fPAN"). The measured and theoretical fPAN is compared in Figure S29. The comparison is by

no means expected to be perfect, but rather provide some confidence that the theoretical fPAN

based on a few species can reproduce the dependence of measured fPAN on smoke age (Figure

5b).

Figure 5b shows that the measured fPAN is about 0.2-0.4 at a smoke age of 0.5 h, rapidly

increasing to∼0.8-1 at 2 h, and is relatively stable afterwards. This trend suggests that the major

NOx oxidation product transits from NO3 to PAN. According to Eqn. S36, two factors influence

this transition, [CH3CHO]/[NO2] and [NO2]/[NO]. The [CH3CHO]/[NO2] ratio influences the

fate of OH and the [NO2]/NO ratio influences the fate of CH3CO3. The evolution of both

factors is shown in Figure S30. As smoke ages, the [CH3CHO]/[NO2] ratio increases because

NO2 is chemically lost to other NOy species, but CH3CHO has secondary production from the

oxidation of VOCs. Such change in [CH3CHO]/[NO2] causes a larger fraction of OH to react

with CH3CHO than with NO2, which produces more CH3CO3 and favors PAN formation. In

contrast, the fraction of CH3CO3 that reacts with NO2 is relatively constant with increasing

OH exposure (Figure S30b). Therefore, the change in fPAN as a function of smoke age is

mainly driven by the change in [CH3CHO]/[NO2]. However, one caveat in this analysis is that

the CH3CO3 + HO2 reaction is not considered in the analysis. Along with NOx depletion, a

larger fraction of CH3CO3 likely react with HO2, resulting in a decrease in fPAN in the far-

field of smoke plumes. Lastly, we note that the produced amount of PAN depends on not only
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the fraction of NOx lost to PAN, but also the abundance of NOx. Even though PAN is the

dominant oxidation products of NOx after ∼2 h transport, the majority of PAN is produced in

the relatively fresh part of the plume, because of large abundance of NOx.

In Figure 6b, the transects from the third fire ladder on 8/7/2019 (i.e., 190807(3)) have

smaller fPAN than other transects under similar smoke age. This is likely because of low

CH3CHO/NO2 of 190807(3) transects. As the CH3CHO measurement is not available on

8/7/2019 flight, we use HCHO/NO2 as a proxy of CH3CHO/NO2. As shown in Figure S31, the

HCHO/NO2 ratios of transects from 190807(3) are generally lower than that of other transects

under similar smoke age. Different HCHO/NO2 and CH3CHO/NO2 under similar smoke age is
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Figure S30: (a) The evolution of the fraction of CH3CHO+OH reaction rate in the summed
reaction rates of CH3CHO+OH and NO2+OH for 8/3/2019 Williams Flats Fire. (b) The fraction
of CH3CO3 reacts with NO2 as a function of OH exposure for the same fire as panel (a).

expected as they are affected by several factors, including initial emission ratios and the extent

of photochemical processing.

Figure 6a uses the measurements from the second fire ladder on 8/3/2019 flight (denoted

as 190803(2)) as an example to show the evolution of NOy species as the smoke chemically

ages. The ΔPAN/ΔNOy increases with OH exposure and then plateaues. The plateau value

of ΔPAN/ΔNOy shows large variability between different fires and it ranges from 0.35 to 0.5.

We find that the plateau value has a strong dependence on MCE. In the following analysis, we

replace OH exposure, which is used in Figure 6a, withΔNOz/ΔNOy as a proxy for photochemical

aging. This replacement is mainly because the calculation of OH exposure has strict requirements

(i.e., both phenol and benzene concentrations are at least 10 times higher than the background

values) and a fraction of measurements are excluded as a result. ΔNOz/ΔNOy indicates photochemical
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processing because NOx is converted to NOz as the smoke ages, leading to higherΔNOz/ΔNOy.

Figure S32 shows that theΔPAN/ΔNOy increases withΔNOz/ΔNOy for 190803(2) measurements.

This is consistent with previous observations that ΔPAN/ΔNOy increases with smoke age and

then plateaues (6,19,20). Next, we calculate the medianΔPAN/ΔNOy of observations of which

the ΔNOz/ΔNOz is between 0.9 and 1.1. This median value, denoted as (ΔPAN/ΔNOy)aged,

represents theΔPAN/ΔNOy in aged smoke where nearly all NOx is converted to NOz. We also

calculate the MCE of the corresponding measurements. Figure S33 shows that the (ΔPAN/ΔNOy)aged

of 11 fire ladders has a negative correlation with MCE. The trend is likely caused by that higher

MCE is associated with lower [CH3CHO]/[NO2] (Figure S38), which favors NOx loss to HNO3

rather than PAN and hence decreases ΔPAN/ΔNOy.
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9 Uncertainty analysis

The uncertainty of measured ΔOx/ΔCO is calculated by propagating the uncertainties in O3

(time dependent, and ∼3% on average), NO (8%), NO2 (4%), HNO3 (25%), PAN (20%),

PBN (20%), APAN (20%), PPN (30%), AMS nitrate (34%), and CO (7%). The propagated

uncertainty in measuredΔOx/ΔCO depends on transect and it ranges from 18% to 33%, with a

mean value of 26%. The propagated uncertainty is displayed as the x-axis error bar in Figure 7.

The total uncertainties of the predicted Ox production stem from the uncertainties in the

VOCs measurements, estimation of fRO2+NO, and OH exposure. The uncertainties of VOCs

measurements are from the documented uncertainties of each instrument, which are not listed

here. The uncertainty of fRO2+NO is estimated to be 20%, by considering (1) the difference in

fRO2+NO values derived from ethene and propene systems and (2) the dependence of kRO2+HO2

on the number of heavy atoms in RO2 (as discussed in Section S8). The uncertainty of OH

exposure is estimated to be 30% as discussed in Section S3. These uncertainties are propagated

to calculate the total uncertainty of predicted Ox production. The propagated uncertainty in

predictedΔOx/ΔCO depends on transect and it ranges from 37% to 64%, with a mean value of

48%. The propagated uncertainty is displayed as the y-axis error bar in Figure 7.

10 Parameterize the production of O3+NO2

We parameterize the production of O3+NO2 using Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines

(MARS). This algorithm is an extension of multivariate linear regression and accounts for

the non-linear relationship between predictors and response variables, which is observed in

laboratory-simulated wildfires (23). We employed the Adaptive Regression Splines toolbox

for Matlab written by ARESLab (http://www.cs.rtu.lv/jekabsons/regression.html). The basis

functions are forced to be linear. Non-linear basis functions (continuous derivative truncated



cubics) are available in the toolbox, but disabled to avoid overfitting. No interaction between

variables is allowed. The Generalized Cross-Validation penalty per knot is chosen automatically

by the algorithm. We start with MCE and ΔOH exposure as independent variables, because

they exhibit significant correlation with O3+NO2 production (Figure 8). Further, we stepwisely

include VOCR, NOx, NOx/VOCR ratio, and fRO2+NO as predictors, but do not observe significant

improvement in model performance by adding these predictors. Thus, only MCE and OH

exposure are included in the final statistical model. The statistics of estimated coefficients are

summarized in Table S6. The uncertainties are estimated from bootstrap analysis.
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Figure S34: The measured production of O3+NO2 vs. the average NOx/VOCR of each transect.

We compile the literature values of ΔO3/ΔCO in Figure S35. After a few hours of aging,

ΔO3/ΔCO is much higher than ΔNO2/ΔCO, so that the ΔO3/ΔCO compiled in the figure

is comparable to the Δ(O3 + NO2)/ΔCO reported in the near field of wildfire plumes. The

ΔO3/ΔCO in aged plumes is highly uncertain because of uncertainties in estimating the background



Parameter Estimate Uncertainty MSEa GCVb R2GCVc

intercept 0.0036 0.0028 - - -
max(0,MCE-0.916) 0.46 0.16 7×10–5 8×10–5 0.41

OH exposure 0.014 0.0019 1×10–4 1.1×10–4 0.14
a Mean Squared Error.
b Generalized Cross-Validation of the model in the training data set.
c R2 estimated by GCV in training data for the best candidate model of each size.

Table S6: Parameterization of the O3+NO2 production based on the statistical MARS model.
Number of observation: 39. Mean squared error: 5.53×10-5. r2 = 0.56.

concentration of O3 and CO. For example, studies G, I, and J used the measurements at the same

PICO-NARE station in the Azores to study the influence of North American boreal fires, but

obtained ΔO3/ΔCO values different by a factor of 4 by utilizing different methods to estimate

the background concentration of O3 and CO. Val Martin et al. (27) (Index J in Figure S35)

determined the background concentrations (100 ppb for CO and 46 ppb for O3) by "the boreal

region outflow reached the station prior to the occurrence of the large fires". In contrast, Honrath

et al. (77) (Index G in Figure S35) determined the background concentrations (61 ppb for CO

and 25 ppb for O3) based on periods associated with low frequency of flow over northeastern

U.S. (i.e., "low-CO mode" in that study). The background concentrations in Honrath et al. (77)

are lower than those in Val Martin et al. (27), leading to higherΔO3/ΔCO in Honrath et al. (77).

The complex history of air parcels (i.e., mixing with other sources) is another factor causing the

variability in ΔO3/ΔCO in aged smoke. During the long-range transport of wildfire smokes,

the plume could be affected by mixing with upper troposphere air with high O3 and low CO,

which leads to a biased high ΔO3/ΔCO at the reception site.

The amount of ozone produced from wildfire emissions can have substantial impacts on

air quality. We estimate the impacts of wildfire emissions on surface O3 concentration in the

western U.S. during the fire season, by using the aircraft measured Δ(O3 + NO2)/ΔCO and

the estimated CO flux from wildfires. A study by Jaffe and Wigder (5) estimated that an
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Figure S35: Literature review of ΔO3/ΔCO observed in boreal and temperate forest fires.
The grey triangles and colorful circles represent the ΔO3/ΔCO of individual fire events and
mean values of each study. The error bars represent the minimum and maximum values of
each study. The dashed black line is the extrapolation of field-derived parameterization, which
represents the O3 formation if the NOx is sustained at the near-field level. A constant daytime
OH concentration of 106 molecules cm-3 is assumed. The coefficient b is divided by 2 to
account for that the OH oxidation only occurs in daytime. The dashed pink line represents an
upper bound of 13 out of 16 aircraft studies, excluding studies Q, F, H. This line is provided as
a visual aid to show the trend of majority of aircraft studies. The dashed pink line follows the
equation ΔO3/ΔCO = k0 + k1×age + k2×age2, where k0 = 4e-3, k1 = 3.5e-2, k2 = -3e-3, and
age unit is day. References: A, Wofsy et al. (1992) (78); B, Mauzerall et al. (1996) (79); C,
Wotawa et al. (2000) (80); D and E, DeBell et al. (2004) (81); F, Bertschi et al. (2004) (82);
G, Honrath et al. (2004) (77); H, Bertschi et al. (2005) (83); I, Pfister et al. (2006) (84); J, Val
Martin et al. (2006) (27); K and L, Real et al. (2007) (85); M, Tanimoto et al. (2008) (86); N
and O, Paris et al. (2009) (87); P, Singh et al. (2010) (88); Q, Alvarado et al. (2010) (20); R,
Baylon et al. (2017) (89); S, Teakles et al.(2017) (90); T, this study, fresh plume (physical age <
12 h); U, this study, aged plume (physical age > 24 h); V, SEAC4RS campaign data analyzed in
this study. Studies G, I, J used the measurements from the same site. The smoke ages in these
studies are likely similar, but are displayed with offset for clarity.

O3 production rate of 0.027 Tg month-1 is required to sustain a 1 ppb enhancement in O3

concentration in the boundary layer (i.e., 1 km) of the western U.S. (i.e., 1500 km × 1500 km),



assuming an O3 lifetime of 5 days. The Δ(O3 + NO2)/ΔCO predicted by the field-derived

parameterization (Eqn. 5) is 0.045, assuming a MCE value of 0.92 and an OH exposure value

of 2.5 × 1010 molecules cm–3 s (i.e., maximum value used to constrain the parameterization,

which is equivalent to roughly 7 h transport time). Combining this Δ(O3 + NO2)/ΔCO and the

estimated CO flux from wildfires averaged from 2011 to 2015 in the western U.S. (5240±2240

Gg yr -1 (30)), 0.4 Tg yr-1 O3 is produced from wildfire emissions. Given the typical wildfire

season in the western U.S. is June - October (91), evenly distributing the annual O3 production

over 5-months in the wildfire season leads a monthly production of 0.08 Tg. This amount is

sufficient to sustain a 3 ppb enhancement in boundary layer O3 concentration over the western

U.S. during the fire season. The enhancement could double if the Δ(O3 + NO2)/ΔCO reaches

the maximum value of 0.1 when the smoke plume is 3-5 days aged. The enhancement could

also be larger if the smoke plume mixes into the NOx-rich urban atmospheres. One underlying

assumption in above analysis is that the majority of wildfires inject smoke in the boundary

layer, which is supported by a comprehensive analysis of satellite-retrieved wildfire smoke

injection heights (92). The episodic nature of wildfires can result in more severe impacts on

the occurrence of ozone exceedances.

11 Fuel types and emission factors in FIREX field and lab
studies

Table S7 lists the fuel types of the research flights which provide the transects in the O3 +

NO2 production parameterization. The fuel types are summarized based on: the burned area

defined by the Fuel2Fire team using daily satellite fire-detection data, calibrated to the final

Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination perimeters; and the Fuel Characteristic Classification

System (FCCS), which classifies wildland fuel characteristics at 30 m resolution. As shown in

Table S7, a variety of fuel types were studied in the analysis. The fuel types, which are studied



in the 2016 FIREX FireLab study and relevant to the field measurements in this study, include

bear grass, ceanothus, douglas fir, Engelmann spruce, juniper, lodgepole pine, ponderosa pine,

sagebrush, subalpine fir, and manzanita. Different components of these fuel types were burned

separately or in combinations in the lab study. More details can be found in Selimovic et al. (36).

Date Fire Name No.b FCCS Fuel types (%Area)a

7/24 Sheep 1
Sagebrush shrubland - post prescribed burn (69%)

Modified or Managed Xeric Grass 2 (29%)

7/25 Shady 3

Modified or Managed Xeric Grass 1 (34%)
Modified or Managed Xeric Understory 2 (21%)
Modified or Managed Xeric Grass Shrub 2 (18%)
Modified or Managed Xeric Understory 1 (11%)

8/2 Ridgetop 4 Bluebunch wheatgrass-bluegrass grassland (66%)

8/3 Williams Flats 14

Douglas-fir-Pacific ponderosa pine/oceanspray forest (29%)
Idaho fescue-bluebunch wheatgrass grassland (20%)
Sagebrush shrubland - post prescribed burn (13%)

Wheatgrass-cheatgrass grassland - exotic species (10%)

8/6 Horsefly 4
Subalpine fir-lodgepole pine-Engelmann spruce forest (43%)
Douglas-fir-Pacific ponderosa pine/oceanspray forest (28%)

Mature lodgepole pine forest (14%)

8/7 Williams Flats 6
Douglas-fir-Pacific ponderosa pine/oceanspray forest (55%)

Idaho fescue-bluebunch wheatgrass grassland (12%)

8/12 Castle 1
Ponderosa pine-two-needle pinyon-Utah juniper forest (44%)

Douglas-fir-white fir-ponderosa pine forest (12%)
Madrean pine-oak forest (11%)

8/13 Castle 2

Ponderosa pine-two-needle pinyon-Utah juniper forest (41%)
Douglas-fir-white fir-ponderosa pine forest (14%)

Madrean pine-oak forest (12%)
Ponderosa pine-white fir/quaking aspen forest (11%)

8/15 Sheridan 3
Pinyon-Utah juniper forest (80%)

Turbinella oak-alderleaf mountain mahogany shrubland (17%)

8/16 Sheridan 1
Pinyon-Utah juniper forest (67%)

Turbinella oak-alderleaf mountain mahogany shrubland (28%)
a%Area represents the fraction of total burned area. Fuel types that account for >10% of burned area are

listed in the table.
b Number of Transects.

Table S7: FIREX-AQ fuel types of flights included in the parameterization of O3+NO2
formation.



Figure S36: The fuel-specific NO2 emission ratio relative to CO as a function of MCE.
Each panel represents one fuel type characterized in the 2016 FIREX FireLab. The black
line represents the field-derived initial emission of O3+NO2 (i.e., a + b×max(0,MCE-c)).
The number indicates fire index in lab study. The letter after the number indicates the fuel
component: "m" means mixture, "l" means litter, "c" means canopy, "r" means rotten log.
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Figure S37: The emission ratio of (a) HONO/HCHO and (b) HONO/CH3CHO as a function of
MCE from the 2016 FIREX FireLab study. All FIREX-AQ relevant fuel types are compiled.
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Figure S38: The emission ratio of (a) NOx/HCHO and (b) NOx/CH3CHO as a function of MCE
from the 2016 FIREX FireLab study. All FIREX-AQ relevant fuel types are compiled.
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